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Who?
●
●

●

Platform owner: Alyssa
Paparella
Second year of Cancer
and Cell Biology PhD
Program at Baylor
College of Medicine
Use my own experiences
to help others

What?
●

●

A movement to teach
others about what it is
like to be a disabled
scientist and to create a
better and more inclusive
STEM field for future
generations
Platforms used: Twitter
(main), website, and
Instagram

Why?
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inspired by free time
during the pandemic
Spark conversations
Create representation
Educate allies
Establish a community
Offer mentorship

Representation
●
●

●

●

Lack of disabled individuals open
about their experiences in STEM
Educate others that influential
scientists have had disabilities,
but in order to make field
inclusive, change is needed
Raise awareness on social media
of issues people may not be
aware of
Conduct interviews with those
willing to share their experiences
of being disabled in STEM

Educate Allies
●
●
●
●

By sharing the disabled experience, it allows for more people to be aware of
such issues
Share accessibility tips- alt text for pics, captioning videos, camel case
hashtags, etc.
Offer advice on how to make labs more accessible
Offer advice on how allies can take actions to support their disabled colleagues

Community
●
●
●
●

Raise awareness of those #DisabledInSTEM
Show others that they are not alone and help to inspire them
Amplify voices of the disabled, especially those who are multiply marginalized
Provide support and offer advice when applicable

Mentorship
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2020: Created a mentorship program specifically for the disabled at any
career stage
Volunteer-based and free to all
Match mentees with mentors who can provide guidance
Mentors are given instructions on accessible practices and additional support
can be provided as needed
First year cohort: 45 mentee-mentor matches
Could not have done this without the help of Haley Branch!
Next round: soon?

Outreach Opportunities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Blog Post for Integrative and Comparative Biology
Created programming for The Annual Biomedical Research Conference for
Minority Students- thanks Dr. Stephen Klusza!
Connected with the Disabled in Higher Ed Team
Speaker at University of Birmingham
Keynote speaker at Yale University as part of Science Communication Week
Panelist at ReclaimingSTEM 2020 and for 2021
White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy

The Impact
●
●
●
●
●

Twitter Followers: 4,600+
Instagram Followers: 500+
Numerous people who have been inspired to advocate for themselves
Numerous people who have become allies to the disabled community
Wider audience reached to hopefully help to change inclusivity and
accessibility within STEM and beyond!
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